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A complete description of electrical and mechanical
components, assembly jigs and procedures for manufacture
of the macromodular base-pedestal controller, fan module
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426-2
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY GENERAL SPECIFICATION
1. Printed Circuit Board Manufacture:
The printed circuit boards shall conform to pages 010-12 through
010-16 of the CSL General Standards, and outline drawings 200.50D30 and
200.50D41. Exception: the boards may be manufactured without plated-
through holes.
2. Printed Circuit Board Assembly:
The 3 printed circuit boards are assembled per pages 426-4 thru
426-18. If plated-through hole boards are used, pages 426-7, 426-12,
and 426-17 may be ignored. Pages 010-24 through 010-35 of the CSL
General Standards apply with the additions noted on each assembly
drawing. The Printed Circuit board handles are mounted such that the
Pull tabs are above the Components.
/s cH°'JE_"C_C)_ ///"Z ......(_,l_P PR-'--I
/
426-3
Parts List - P.C. Card #2
Integrated Circuit Requirements Printed Circuit Board
I




2 DEC Standard for flip
±5% 1/4W Carbon Comp. chip boards with rivets.
9 4.7 ohms
/ 8 2.2K ohms Hardware
1 750 ohms
1 0 ohms jumper 1 6-32 nut
1 6-32 x 3/8 screw
±5% 2W Carbon Comp.
2 68 ohms








1 MMD-694 (CSL Diode)
1 1N4733 (Motorola)
Capacitor Requirements
1 15_fd, 20V Tant. (Kemet K15J20KS or Mallory TAS156M020PlC)
1 4.7_fd, 50V Tant. ( Mallory TAS475M050P1C )























































































2.2 K_ _.5O/o(e) NOTES:F\.
_'r:' "" ":_'r 1' MOUNTTRANSISTORPLASTIC SIDE UP,
'O'
!o:;, USINGTHE SPRINGWASHERSUPPLIED WI_THE TRANSISTOR,A 6-32 x 3/8 SCREW
_, _ _ ANDNUT,
!:_?;_,:_ '_i_, 2. M04 AND M15 ARE RESPECTIVELY
_'_'_k'_ _ _ _ MCIx04AND MC1x15 MOTOROLA ECL
_j:_._/]_'_ _: 9'_i -' SERIESLOGIC.
,,_j_ 3. 15?rd AND 4.7_,fdCAPACITORS
=_j,_,_ ARE TANT,
_ _ 4. THE 68_._RESISTORSARE 2W CARBON
o L_ '_ _ _ '_*,_ COMP·
' "_,,,_.%,!,_,_,_,¢_ 5. ALL OTHER _5% RESISTORSARE L;W
-' _' _ D _, D ,"o D _q CARBON COMP.
: 6..ALL-_4f;RESISTORSARE METAL
_' :¢ 'i "_' ! FILM,100PPMT.C.
· ] ]
...., , ] _ 7.OREQUtV·200OHMPOT. IS C,T,S. 190PC201A
! r,.
· 4 8. COMPONENTORIENTAT!0N tSINDICATED BY NOTCHES ON DUAL




CONIPUTE_$YSYEJ_$LA_O_&TO_¥ COMPONENT IDENTI FtCAT ION
WASHINGTONUNIVERSITY P.C. CARD NO, 2
ST.LOU,S,M,SSOUR, ........ _"°tJC I ........ ;-I
..... : _y FDR _TE I 4 2 6 -- 6
·_.:? _ PROD ,:::i_:,'j_ .......
............... _ACI_O_ODUILAD_ F _ _ _ _ _ T _ I PLL




























































































































































5 0 ohm jumpers
1 3000 ohms
Diode Requirements
3 MMD-694 (CSL Diode)
1 IN5242B (Motorola)
Capacitor Requirements
1 0.01_fd, 16V Cerm. (Sprague HY-420 or C069B160E103Z)
2 15_fd, 20V Tant. (Kemet K15J20KS or Mallory TAS156M020P1C)
























































II IIi I I I II
t
1. HOLESMARKEDWITHA "Y" MUSTHAVE / .... '_
A PIECEOFBUSWIRE(24AWG- 28AWG) b _':(?_Y_p,),,'PLACEDTHROUGHTHEHOLEANDSOLDERE ,, , ,
INPLACEONBOTHSIDESOFTHEBOARD(TI '; ?*' '_ _'_, "'"
PLACESI. ";: _?'_.:.[_ii*.i_'
r ;'*, ';*"
2. ALL RESISTORSARE _+51;,I/4WATTCARBON r:;-? ':i
COMP, _i_i.' ,5
/











.......... ii ................ . ...... ,.... TITLE I!
CO_PlD'iriR $Y_T§3_$ LAI3OIA'irol¥ COMPONENT (DENTIFICATION
WASHINGTONU IVERSITY P.C. CARD NO. 3
ST.LOUIS,MISSOURI i _Pp.owo _._ I!o.^w,._o.
· , L BY P T/C,,,






































































































































BMI PC CARD NO.3
NOTE; ALL RESISTORS ARE -+5%.1/4 W CARBON COMR ., , '"';"._'"_ ..... J"'TJC J.......



















1 0 ohm jumper




1 MMD-694 (CSL diode)
1 IN4733 (Motorola)
CaPacitor Requirements
2 0.01pfd, 16V CERM. (Sprague HY-420 or C069B160E103Z)
4 1.0pfd, 35V TANT. (Sprague CS13BF105M)




2 DEC Standard for Flip Chip Boards with Rivets
· 426-14












































































































CO_PUT_ _Y$¥_._$LABO_AI'O_Y COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION
WASHINGTONUNIVERSITY P, C. CARD NO. 4
mi s_. LOUIS, MISSOURI. AP.c_ovgo c._..jC DRAW,NONO.
_C y/X'+ " '_.....1 3-29-7, E.C.O. 0308 . ._.,/._.<_. PROD. _,;...>_/_j....... 4 2 6 - 16,r...... _A{;IRO_ODUILAE PIROJEC3' PE_





























































































































I5 ufd - - IS ufd
(SMALL 20V TANT + * 20V TANT I LM311
AUX I _ 2 L M $ I I
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SYSTEM
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_N. LED
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PRESET Vout_-_--h_ ii L ED
MECL TANT 4 . SHIELD PTN.
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RTN.
.Q-_I_ _w' (_ <CONTINUE PRESET
MECL )3 36O3';- (_ PRESET _N.
--'_ PRESET RTN. LED
....,  ovDE _raNT TANT aUF. _,_ES£T RrR, ,_ _; A t-73 E.C.O· 0 9(SMALL HOLE) -- -ISV _;" . ............i.sK_eQ_>
(LARGEHOLE) _'_L---- ' ,4n ....................
I I SHIELD OUT
= = · msec tqp-_ _--
HIGHMECL{'eFOIV.oa_TV POWERMECL t3.3Kn _I_E · I _:_ ] ._IV_%(_'_REgPOWEp360_(PINSYSTEM8OF O.c.)OK L'OGIC', MACROMODULARDiAGRAMPROJECT
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i > I- 8,-, C.A_GE OA*E DE*CR,""'O"
COMPUTER SYSTEJ_SLABORATORY
_AS._GTONuNivERsrr'_
MAT'[.' I/2 x ?/8 2024-1'6 ALUM sT bouts,MlSSOU*_
_ACROMODULAR PEOJECT
TOLERANCE; t.O05 U.O.N. _....





"_ PROD ///_/_y ....... 426 -19· PLL DATECHECKED
p//' t,-_/-z3
' / TAP 4.-40 I/2 DEEP
- 2 PLACES
· A __ J I
,, I -- o.8z i_ t.3zs->-
- d" '_ 0.15 < 2.50 "-f
I
MAT'L; I/2 x 3/8 2024-T6 ALUM
TOLERANCE: __+.005 U.O.N.
FINISH: ALODINE




APPROVED ENO DRAWING NO.
,, ,o, O,T, TJ C
'Tr'.; _ PROD ,_/._, °RAw,, 4 2 6-20
. - . PLL























































< 4.90 _J >i's°_'
1.40
'[:_C 'I 2.80
1,_/ 'DRILL ¢ TAP FOR 8-32 x .40 DEEP3 PLACES
'_ .93 _
_ I _'-- _ .25
9.80 >
CHANGE
MAT'L ' COLD ROLL STEEL NO. D ..............
TOLERANCES' · .010 U.O.N. COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY
WASHINGTONU IVERSITY
FINISH; RED OXIDE PRIMER s'[ lOUIS, MISSOURI
BEIGE OVERCOAT MACROMODULAR PROJECT
TITCE
WEIGHT
APPROVED ENG, DRAWING NO,
......... I TJC
_._C, PROD /_/_, ORAf_.__k 426-22
?Pix ....12-10-75
6 LINES .OS THICK
/ /----GRILL ._so D i
// 4HOLES
..--._ < //
//> ._ 7.rr: i.o i._o-> _o _ HOLES
,. _:u_L__._ t : :_d-,_-g_j t
* STOP 'i' _¢ Y _ ILL, _U ._s }-
.ISI1 ! ] I l .,s I I CONTROLLERPOWER----- /_-I E_(_ A1 CZ" --d'gT
/ 'P I . 'l' _ 4 - I 1/2 AMP FUSE ....I ,k,, _1 AUxUAE, , / 3.10
3.60 [ .y,,l_ ,._L___. ---PWR PWR PRESET SHIELD I POWER I '_-
Z I _ _ .401 ' _ /'_ _'_ _-_ SYSTEtM J ABOUT TO -_ 4 _ 1.3S
,8 -_----r-HNITIATE'++H--_+_+_-_+) READY --TURN OFF /'
_* '_--[-"_'. _'_': '__ ' m'_!¢T_AKF_0 SEC.CA%E-
.3s A I_? / I '% ? fri _ '_ 't
_] : 45_ _ "_-S- D _CHARACTERS
4 HOLES I_ 9.50 >
MAT'L: _ GRAVOPLY ENGRAVING STOCK






'":::' , ....J%-.,c ..........
_._. PROD /I/_//?t°"*_r*L 426-231_Tk_ °/Z/o-r3
MAT'L: 3-_ GRAVOPLY ENORAVIN6 sTOCK









SYS y or .e
.... NORMALL --_' cHARACTERS
I _ LtC.SH_=_,' _ ,",_-.-----
\ / _ / i i / 4
_ / UY, MAIN / ' SHIELD '
.i_.o ° , / _ --_..,. ,_, _,_ _ I_____- .-_.
·




.... " ovERLAY NO. 2
........ "_._c 4eR-z4
SYSTEM CONDITION LIGHTS NOTE
SYSTEM CONDITION LIGHTS
1. Turned on main power
when system was not
properly structured.
2. Cooling failure - if
used "POWER ABOUT TO
TURN OFF" control
signal, data okay.
3. Pedestal power system
failure while running
may have lost some
data.
"POWER ABOUT TO TURN OFF"
CONTROL
This control port will
change state approximately
2 seconds before the system
power will be turned off
for those kinds of failures
which do not cause instant
damage.
Note is typed on Paste Up Paper, an opaque white finish Vellum
paper with a pressure sensitive adhesive backing. After typing
cut to 2.8" x 5" size. Remove adhesive backing and apply to
front of chassis as shown on dwg. #426-30.
CHG. j E.C.O. i DAi'E APPR j
I ' t
I j I
j , ,t " j 426-2s
· _ oo,
REAM .27$D __.001 C_BORE .343D x .030/-
[ _ C'SINK 82 ° FROM BOTTOM OF ClBORE
14 HOLES




MAT'L: .125 ALUM 2024-T6
.75
TOLERANCES; _.005 U.O.N.
















CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The DEC Connector wiring is done, in part, by mechanical wrapping.
An acceptable wrap has five full wraps of bare wire; and insulation
wrapped over 2 post corners. Open spiral and over wraps are not acceptable.
Care must also be exercised to assure the wire is not stretched so tight
between pins that the insulation is pierced.
The assembly outline (426-29) should be used as an aid during assembly.
The A.C. Power Cord leads should be tinned before they are connected
and soldered in place.
The spade ground lug (AMP 34161) should be crimped to the AWG 16
Green wire using a AMP 47387 16-14 P1DG crimp tool.
J







1 12 ft. Power Cord, Belden 17412S
1 Bud Chassis #AC-413 (as modified per 426-21)
1 Bud Bottom Plate #BPA-1523 (as modified per 426-21)
1 1/2 A Fuse, Buss AGS type or Equiv.
1 Toggle Sw., H.H. Smith 1730 or Equiv.
4 ToggleSw., C & K #7101
1 Neon Pilot Light, Industrial Devices #1050Al
4 Rubber Feet, G.C. Electronics #1075-CC
12 LEDs, MonsantoMV5023
1 -15V Power Supply, Computer Products #PM743
1 -15V Supply Case, Computer Products #MC411
1 Power Supply Card Edge Connector, AMP 582773-1
1 Daisy Chain Connector, Amphenol M81511/01E10-_P1
14 Coax Con Connector, AMP No. 329055 & 329056 (Includes Ferrule)
1 Rectifier Bridge, VARO VT200/T
1 Dec Connector,H803
1 SpaceLugAMP (34161)
1 Assembled WCL 0142-3 P.C. Board (P.C. Card No. 4)
1 Assembled WCL 0174-2 P.C. Board (P.C. Card No. 3)
1 Assembled WCL 0141-1 P.C. Board (P.C. Card No. 2)
1 Grommet, Rubber 3/8", I.D.G.C. Electronics 1043-C or Equiv.
4 4-40 x 1/2 screws, Fillister head
4 4-40x Lockwashers
2 4-40 x 3/4 screws, flat head
18 6-32 x 1/2 screws, fillister head
2 6-32 x 1 screws, fillisterhead
6 6-32nuts
3 8-32 x 1/2 screws, fillister head
4 Southco #74 Thred, Free Running_ Part No. 74-11-106-24
1 Fuse Holder, Bus #HRP Panel Mount
4 4-40nuts
r








1 426-19 Connector Holder Bar'
1 426-20 ConnectOr Holder Leg
1 426-22 Weight
1 426-23 Overlay No. 1
1 426-24 Overlay No. 2
1 426-25 System Condition Light Note
1 426-26 Control Signal Connector Plate
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Red
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid White
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Blue
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Yellow
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Black
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Green
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Brown
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Kovar Solid Slate
As Reqd. 16 (26 x 30) Awg, Green Stranded PVC
As Reqd. Shrink Tubing, 5/16 I.D.
As Reqd. Wire Ties, Nylon
As Reqd. Bus Strip, D.E.C. 933
As Reqd. 24 Awg, Tinned Bus Wire





BUD CHASSIS NO AC- 413
-ISV SUPPLYCOMPUTER PRODUCTS NO. PM 743
._ wtrH CASE NO. MC 4II
SYSTEM CONDrTION EYE=EMCO_DZTZ0_U_"TS
LIGHTS NORMALLY OFF' z.._,_ _v,,.= _.,_ot
Co°[t,s f_[[_r, - if




AOX MAIN _y have loot some /
OFF OFF
SYSTEm -_ow[R A_o_ TOTU_ orr" [
INITIATE? ? _ _ ...............N,_FOWmAIk_/ ER Thi, °on=_l port ulllRETUR_hhhhhhhh_ _ .h ............... _,.,,zy
.._o.d.b.f.=. th. sy.t.,
/ LIGHTS ON WHEN RUNNING ,_..=.izl _° =:=.., off
....... o _.,o:.f , [-........................ "]
I F_---_..:_--_-I i , _ /VA*O _Ecri..,E. .. cEVT.',:'O_Thtr _ ..... ,¢ J'¢_
, ,, e e 75_:, ti
/SWITCH $HOt_N IN ON POSITION
O,,E....Ro''__'-" _-'1 ¢;_e...........w® _ e,,,_.0e_._,,..............,, _-_-_r-_RoWERE°'°_,,,-,o.-EE....!IIINITIATE 0 0 _ 0 ................READY TURN OFF S
-- _URN ON MAY DAISYL-I_TURN _ _ _ ____JTAKE 10 SEC, cA_'L_-, or---
ii _ . / '_ ', AMPHENOL M*ISII/OIEIO-I_P!





CONTROLLER WIRING AND ASSEMBLY
Wire a DEC Connector #H803
using a Gardener Denver Bit No. 505415 and Sleave No. 502129.
Refer to page 426-38 for connector pin locations.
POWER GND:









solder above at square holes, do not solder at
_ roundholes





























Mount a DEC connector and a mounting bar assembly (426-19 and 426-20) in a
modified chasis (426-21) using the top screw hole on mounting bar and bottom
screw hole on DEC connector. Also mount the weight (426-22).
Daisy Chain connections: (See contact crimping note next page.)
Amphenol
DEC connector pin No. Wire Used
M81511/01E10-12P1
Pin No.










11 -- (Notused,but fillhole in
Ampheonol connector with a
contact.)
12 4AVl -- Blue Wire (24guagewire)
426-32
Note: Crimp Daisy Chain Connector contacts using an amphenol No. 294-268
crimp tool with a contact locator (amphenol No. 294-1551) and a settling of
4. The wires must be stripped back 0.19 to 0.22 inches using a0.025 NO-NIK
stripping tool.
LED Connections:
Bond an overlay No. 2 (426-24) to the outside of the modified chassis and
install the 12 Light Emitting Diodes. Jumper all the Anodes of the LEDs
together and connect to 1AA1 of the DEC connector with a blue 24 guage wire.
The LED pins may be wire wrapped.
ANODE
Connect the cathodes of the LEDs to the DEC connector as follows, using
black 24 guage wire.
1 ...............3BF2
2.......... ' ........................ 3AC2
3................ 3AB2
AUX PWR ON INIT. 4BS2
AUx PWR ON RTN. 4AF2
MAIN PWR ON INIT. -......... 3BE2
MAIN PWR ON RTN. 4BK2
PRESET OFF INIT ...... =.............. 4BE2
PRESETOFF RTN 4BL2
SHIELD OFF INIT. 4BA2
SHIELD OFF RTN. ......3AD2
SYSTEM READY FOR MAIN POWER ........ 3BC2
426-33
Connect Macromodular Control Signal Connectors as Follows:
Crimp 3 wires in each of 10 connectors (AMP Coaxicon No. 329055 and Ferrule
No. 329056) using an Amp Crimp die 69231-2 in hand tool 45707-2 and 14"
lengths of 24 Guage wire of the following colors: (wire strip length is
0.250 30.031 inches)
Big Hole - Brown
Small Hole -Slate
Connector Body (Gnd.) - Blue
Press the connectors into the plate (426-26) observing the orientation
shown on page 426-30. Bond overlay No. 1 (426-23) to the chassis and
mount the connector plate. Run the wires from the AMP connectors to
the DEC connector as twisted triplets and connect as follows:
Connector Name Wire DEC Connector
on Overlay #1 Color Pin No.
AUX PWR ........Brown ......-2AFl
J Slate 2AF2
Blue 2AA1
MAIN PWR ............... Brown ...... -2AC1
Slate 2AC2
Blue 2AA1






AUX PWR INITIATE ............Browrr 4AN2
Slate 4AN1
Blue 3AK1




Connector Name Wire DEC Connector
on Overlay#1 Color Pin No.
MAIN PWR INITIATE Brown .... 4AP2
Slate 4AP1
Blue 3AP1
MAIN PWR. RTN. Brown 2BH1
Slate 2BH2
Blue 2BK1
PRESET INITIATE --Brown 4AS2
Slate 4AS1
Blue 3AVl
PRESET RTN. - Brown 2BF1
Slate 2BF2
Blue 3BE1






SYSTEM READY - Brown 2BC1
Slate 2BC2
Blue 3BE1




/Mount the Logic Control Switch as shown on page 426-30 and wire as follows:
/







Wire each of 4 switches as shown




3 wires from MAIN PWR. SW (Name on overlay)
WHT. -2AD2
GRN. -2AA2
BLK. - 2AD 1









Connect the AC power cord and the DC power supply as shown on pages
426-30 and 426-37.
Finish:
Mount the 3 P.C. cards per 426-38, mount back cover with feet, install
fuse, and bond light condition light note (423-25) to chassis.
426-36
GND. TO CHASSIS USING MOUNTINGSCREW, MOUNTPOWERSUPPLY
16 AWGGREEN WIRE, AND SPADE LUG (AMP 34161) CONNECTORWITH NUMBERED
CONTACTS DOWN. (NUMBERS
FACING CHASSIS)
POWER SUPPLY P.C. CARDJUMPER OPPOSITE TERMINALS USING 16 AWG GREEN WIRE
MUST BE IN PLACE BEFORE
RED DOT 1SV SUPPLY SUPPLY BOXIS MOUNTED
IN CHASSIS.












POWER CORD PROVIDE STRAIN RELIEF FOR POWER CORD BY
PLACING A NYLON TIE JUST INSIDE CHASSIS.
f
I DATE [_PP_--V--]i/s_ I'Eic.o. -
i I I ' i4 I 'f 426-37
! I I. I i
\ \
!





Side 1 of Slot 4
DEC Connector Pin No. P.C. Boards Mount:
Example: WCL0!41- Slot 2
- S_o_ 3
_-4AV2_ WCL0174 ' +
Slot//-' _-_-Side of slot WCL0142 - Slot 4
"A"' Half --Pin
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441-50 OVERALL VIEW - COMPLETED ASSEMBLY j
441-51 STAND OFF K
441-52 VANE K
441-53 VANE ASSEMBLY K
441-54 THE ORANGE CoNNEcToR M
CHG'. E.,C..O.. DATE I APPR CHG.; E.C.O. DATE APPR CHG. E.C.O. ' DATE APPR.
E 0196 b-17-71 ! .._C_
J 0242 1-7-72 ._/JJ'
K 0250 4-6-72 _t_)_/_4
L 0263 5-3-72






I,TEM QTY. C.S.L. DOC. PART
1 1 441-16 CASE
2 1 441-17 PARTITION
3 2 441-Ji_ SHORT FRAME ANGLE
4 2RH 441-:18 LONG FRAME ANGLE
2LH
5 I 441-t._,,q , SHORT PARTITION ANGLE
6 1 441-]9 LONG PARTITION ANGLE
7 1 441-20 OVERLAY
8 2 441-21 THRUST WASHER
9 2 441-2,1' ' PULLEY ":"'
10 1 441-2J SHAFT
11 1 441-21 BEARING ASSEMBLY
i
12 I 441-22 BEARING BRACKET
13 4 441-23 MOTOR MOUNTS :'!
14 1 441-24 CAPACITOR STRAP ,-
15 1 441-24 CAPACITOR MOUNTING BRACKET ..
16 2 441-43 SPACER -_
17 3 441-4I DUCT PLATE
18 9 441-47 URETHANE BAFFLES
19 1LH 441-48 SIDE PANEL AND RAIL ASSEMBLY
RH
20 2 441-49 RETAINER CLIP
21 4 _ RUBBER GROMMET H.H. SMITH 2i-77
J
CHG E,C.O. J DATE APPR. CHG. E.CO. DATE APPR. CHG. I E.C.O. DATE APPR.
ISSUE - 4-23-71 ,J_C_-





,TEA_JQTY. J C.SoL.DOC. PART
!
99 J I J 0-RING BRUENING NO. 01_248 a 1/8 x 4_1/2 ODD.
I i '23 I BLOWER WHEEL ROTRON E_4
I 24 ! 2 OILIMPREGNATED BEARINGS, BOSTBRONZE B58-4 ,
I 25 I 6 ...... 10_32 ROUND HEAD MACH. SCREWS 1/4 LONG
I J
J 26 J 10 8_32 BINDER HEAD MACH. SCREWS 1/4 LONG
J 27 J 2,,, -..... 8-32 SOCKET HEAD SET SCREW CUP POINT 5/16LONG
J 28 J 54 . -' 6-32 FLAT HEAD MACH, SCREW 1/4 LONG
I' 29 Il 4 6-32 BINDER HEAD MACH. SCREW 3_'GI I
J _n J 4 6-32 BINDER HEAD MACH. SCREW 5/16 LONG
J 31 J 10 .4-40 BINDERHEADMACHINESCREWS1/4 LONG
3335___32J HEAD MACH. SCREW 1/4 LONG
8 4--4oFLATp
2_56 BINDER HEAD MACH. SCREW l?4---L-0'lq'_
NO, 10 LOCK WASHER
NO. 8 LOCK WASHER
'3_6J 2 .. NO. 6 LOCK WASHER
FI
· i81 i i0 NO, 4 LOCK WASHER
6-32 HEX NUT
........ 4-40 NEX NUT
2_56 BINDER HEAD MACH. SCREWS 3/8 LONG





,086 DIA, x 1/8 LONG EYE LETS
,M
'CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR.





ITEM QTY.J SYMBOLS PART
1 1 R1 22,000 OHM 1/4 WATT 5% CARBON COMP. RESISTORS
2 I R2 22,000 OHM 1/4 WATT 5% CARBON COMP,RESISTOR
3 1 R3 68,000 OHM 1/4 WATT 5% CARBON COMP. RESISTOR
_4 1 C1 22 ufd 20%"60 WVDC TANTALUM CAPACITOR
5 I R5 10r000;OHM _/4 WATT 5% CARSON COMP. RESISTOR
6
-- 1 p.A R2fi I'tHM 1 WATT 5% CARBON COMP. RESISTOR
7 1 R7 Ib,SU0 OHM 1,,'8 WATT 1% 100 PPM M,_TAL FiLM RESISTOR
8 1 Q1 MOTOROLAMPS-H05 TRANSISTOR
9 1 . Q3. MOTOROLA MRS-A55 TRANSISTOR
0 1 D1 MMD-694DIODE
11 4 PTJ-0121-0 HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUI:OR BOARD
12 1 ' PTJ-0122-0 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTOR BOARD
13 1 .... AIRPAX APG'i--4-5-0-021 CIRCUIT BREAI_r-_R
14 ..... ! .... OR EQUIV. GENERAL ELECTRIC 45F270 2MFD. 370 VAC CAPACITOR
15 ......... ] ............ _ ROTRON 268-A5 MOTOR WITH 5/8 INCH SHAFT EXTENSION
16 i 1 OR EQUIV. DRAKE 1-29 6075-001-634 1/'3 W, 250V PILOT LIGHT
I
17 : 64 AMPMODUMALEAMP-85931-5 ..........
18 64 AMPMODU FEMALE AMP-85863-4
19 4 AMP 1-202845-5 750 SERIES BOX CONTACT cONNECTOR
20 1 UPPER SER- AMP 200474-1 TYPE W CONNECTOR
VICE COLUMN
21 1 LOWER SER-J AMP 200486-1 TYPE W CONNECTOR
VICE COLUMN
!
CHG EC O DATE APPR. CHG. ECO DATE APPR. CHG. EC.O. DATE APPR.
ISSUE - 4-26-71 _,: _:)_
F 0197 7-1-71 m--_
H 0227 10-11-71 ./_/(_/__
J 0242 1-7-72 _J. j
i K J o2so 4_7_72 _-I I
r,',ACROMODULAR SYSTEMS PR CT /
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ITEM QTY. SYMBOLS PART
.22 29 AMP 201645-1 No. 14 Male Type II Contact
23 29 AMP 201568-1 No. 14 Female Type II Contact
24 11 AMP 200679-1 No. 22 Male Type II Contact
25 11 AMP 201328'-1 No. 22 Female Type II Contact
26 2 AMP 34323 Butt Splice No. 4 '
27 1 AMP 34322 Butt Splice No. 6
28 2 AMP 320570 Window SplicePIDG
29 3 AMP 34161 Ring Tongue Lug Plasti_Grip
30 8 AMP42599-2 Receptacle Faston
31 2 , 3 inch AMP 603101 Heavy Wall Shrink Tubing
_2 ior Equiv. BELDEN 8524 No. 22 AWG Stranded Wire with PVC Jacket in
J black,brown,red,orange,yellow,green,blue,violet,slate,
J i"white and white/red. ---
33 or Equiv.i BELDEN 8522 No. 18 AWG Stranded Wire with PVC Jacket in
'red, blue and green.
34 or Equiv. BELDEN 8521 No. 16 AWG Stranded wire with PVC Jacket in
red, blue and green.
35 or EqUiv. BELDEN 8520 No. 14 AWG Stranded Wire with PVC Jacket in
orange, yellow, green, violet and white.
36 8 E.B. Stimpson No. A 1425 Eyelets
37 Nylon Lacing Tape
38 3 Electrovert AP5 Cable Clamp
39 1 Electrovert AP7 Cable Clamp
40 1 Microswitch 311SM703-T
MACROMOJ_ULAR SYSTE MS PROJE CT _, J .o,,.,o _" ' DAli i'"....
Clio [ C 0 Al'PR.
0240 1-3-72
i r-!0250  '-7-72 F/_m
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FAN MODULE
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
Introduction
The FAN MODULE contains a motor and fan impeller which serves to
move air through the four channels of a Hacromodular Frame Block. In
addition, this module contains the SERVICE COLUMN which is a large wire
harness serving to convey power and control signals to the channels and
to the other frame blocks. This SERVICE COLUMN originates in the PEDESTAL
and carries two 120 VAC busses, the main 55 VDC power bus, and a variety
of system sequence and alarm signals. Page 441-42 is a picture of a wired
Fan Module, prior to the addition of the Side Panel and Rail assemblies.
This document consists of three major sections; I. Initial mechanical
Assembly, II. Electrical Assembly, and III. Final Assembly and Testing.
I. Initial Mechanical Assembly
Items 1 through 20 and 42 through 44 of the Mechanical Parts List
(441-3 & 4) are custom machined metal and plastic parts. The remaining
items are available through the catalogs of established suppliers.
Items 1 through 20 and 42 through 44 are completely described by the
drawings referenced on the parts list. All tolerances and specifications
contained herein must be adhered to in order to produce acceptable assemblies.
The manufacturer must assure himself that these requirements can be met
by analyzing component and assembly documentation, his tooling, and
characteristics of his production processes.
All aluminum parts visible on the exterior of the module shall be
lightly glass ball-peened to remove all tool marks, scratches and
manufacturers' labels; and all aluminum parts shall be given a clear
11ssu_C'";-! _--cc_ Ii4'_';-7iD;_'r,_ _ojd".....*;'--]_._ 441-7







Items - l, 16, 17, 19
1. Drawihg 441-15 shows the assembly of the metal Parts. Take the
following items and assemble.
Mechanical Parts List Electrical Parts List
Iteml, 2, 3,4, 5, 6 Item20, 21
Refer to Page 441-42 for the required orientation of the Service
Column Connectors (Items 20,21). The 45 degree chamfers face the
fan belt side of the partition -- do not rely on the position of
the date code or part number. These are mounted using the screws
Item 31, nuts Item 39, and lockwashers Item 37, of the Mechanical
Parts List. The frame and partition angles mount to the case
with screws, Item 28, and the partition is affixed to the angles
with screws, Item 26.
2. Take the following items and assemble.
Mechanical Parts List ElectricalParts List
Item7 Item13,16
Mount the Circuit Breaker with screws, Item 30, and secure the
lower part of the overlay with screw, Item 29, and nut, Item 38.
Mount the Pilot Light with firm pressure. See Page 441-39
for completed assembly.
3. Take the following parts and assemble.
Mechanical Parts List
Items 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 23, 24
Press the bearings, Item 24, into the aluminum housing. Test the
bearings with a shaft, and ream with a straight reamer if the shaft





does not move properly. Affix the bearing assembly to the bearing
support bracket with screws, Item 29, and lockwashers, Item 36.
Mount the bracket and bearing assembly to the partition with screws,
Item 31, and lockwashers,Item 37. /'
Mount the Blower Wheel to the shaft, add a thrust washer and in-
sert into the bearing assembly_ Add the remaining thrust washer,
and mount the fan pulley with set screw, Item 27. Oil with SAE 5
motor oil.
4. Take the following items and assemble.
Mechanical.PartsList ElectricalParts List
Items13, 14, 15, 21,41,43, 44 Items14, 15, 40
Mount the capacitor and strap to the bracket using screws, Item
30, and lockwashers, Item 36. Mount the bracket to _he motor
using screws,. Item 25, and lockwashers, Item 34. Affix the motor
ground wire at this time (Wire Ref. 11 in Section II of this
document.) Page 441-39 shows the proper orientation of the components.
Press the rubber grommets into the holes in the CASE, and 'partition.
Insert the motor mounts, and secure the motor assembly with screws,
Item 25, and lockwashers, Item 34.
Assemble standoff, item 44, to partition with 2-56 screws, item 33,
and lockwashers, item 45, followed by mounting of microswitch vane
assembly, item 43, onto standoff with 2-56 screws, item 40.
a






The electrical assembly operations involve wire preparation, con-
tact crimping, circuit board loading, and some harness lacing. The final
authority for all connections shall be Page 441-43 which shows the grand
total interconnection and schematic routing. Page 441-42 is a pictorial
of the completed wiring assembly.
1. Wires, Contacts, and Crimping
The assembly sequence may start with the preparation of the wires.
Refer to the WIRE PREPARATION TABLE and cut, strip and crimp the wires
as described. Page 441-25 shows the wiring in various stages of preparation.
The WIRE PREPARATION TABLE has a reference number which describes
a wire or group of wires. The text of this document will use (Ref. 2)
to mean the four #18 AWG red wires of lengths 20, 17.5, 15, and 12.5
inches with the stripping lengths shown. The numbers in the TERMINA-
TION column are AMP part numbers. The terminations are described in
the parts list, and appropriate tooling is listed on the TOOLING CHART.
The connections marked "SOLDER" will be soldered to a printed
circuit board. The TYPE II contacts, the lugs and the FASTON teminals
use straightforward AMP hand tooling.
The 34323 and 34322 BUTT SPLICES require some explanation. The
wires of (Ref. 2) are inserted all the way through the splice 34323.
Then the ten wires of (Ref. l) are inserted into one end of the splice--
and a crimp operation is performed. Then the ten wires of (Ref. 3)
are inserted into the opposite end of the splice and crimped. A three
inch length of HeaVy Wall Shrink Tubing is centered over the splice
and shrunk with a heat gun. Care must be exercised in the use of the
heat gun as the PVC insulation may melt. The wires of (Refs. l, 2,
and 3) with one 34323 and shrink tubing comprise the 54.62 VDC bus shown
on Page 441-43.
The wires of (Refs. 4, 5, and 6) combine with the second 34323 to
'\
441-10
form the ZERO VDC bus. The wires of (Refs. 7, 8, 9 and 10) with the
34322 form the GROUND bus.
The 320570 WINDOW SPLICES used by (Refs. 15, 16, 17, and the MOTOR
LEADS) are similar to the BUTT.SPLICES described above. The wires with
the .700 strip length are fed through the splice and then the wires with








As always--refer to Page 441-43 for the pattern of interconnection.
In general, all strip lengths are + 0.015 inches, and stripping
shall be done with a tool which does not nick or break any strands of
the wire. When bundles of stranded wires are inserted into splices,
care must be exercised to prevent any of the strands from unraveling
and bunching outside the area of the crimp.
2. Circuit Boards
Certain operations are con,non to the four Horizontal Distributor
Boards. Mount the Amp 1-202845-5 connector using the eyelets of Item
36 on the parts list. Mount the 16 Female AMP-MODU contacts and flatten
the tails in one direction away from the board edge. Solder all 90
pins of the Amp 1-202845-5 and solder each of the AMP-MODU receptacles
on the tail side only. The four horizontal boards are identical.
From the four boards just prepared, select two for the top and bottom
positions within the fan module, the remaining two boards require
additional components
[ CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR.
{ J 0242 1/7/72 £_C.,_
K 0250 ¢-7-72 _,_/j
i
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441-29 shows the component layout of the COOLING ALARM BOARD.
The layout conforms to the electrical schematics of Pages 441-30 & 31
which give a step-by-step pictorial recipe for assembly. Simply correct
each component to the pad with the proper label, and solder all pads
when finished. The wires to pads T, U, and V will be connected later.
Page 441-32 shows the ALARM INDICATOR CIRCUIT and Page 441-33 gives
the pad locations for component layout. Connect the wires to pads B
and H at this time.
Page 441-34 shows the completed VERTICAL DISTRIBUTOR BOARD. Mount
the AMP-MODU male posts with the orientation shown using the jig defined
by Page 441-46. Insert and solder the wires of (Refs. 19 and 20).
Insert and solder the resistor R7.
3. Motor Works
Push on the various FASTON receptacles per Page 441-43 and insert
the TYPE II contacts of wires (Refs. 15 and 16) into the service column
connectors. Insert the contacts for the wires of (Refs. 12, 13, and 14)
at this time.
4. Boards, Duct Plates, and Harness
Arrange the components as shown on Page 441-40. First mate the four
Horizontal Distributor Boards to the VERTICAL Distributor Board with
the two ALARM boards in the proper order (Pages 441-40 & 43).
Pick out the three longest #18 wires and solder them to the top
Horizontal Board. These 20 inch Blue, Red, and Green wires are
soldered to pads T, U, and V, respectively (Pages441-31 & 33). Do
the same operation for the other three Horizontal Boardsin sequence--
ending with the 12.5 inch wires on the bottom board.
Lace these wires, along with the (Ref. 18 and 24) wires from the
Alarm Indicator Board, close to the edge of the VERTICAL DISTRIBUTOR
BOARD as shown (Page 441-40).
Assemble the three DUCT PLATES and two spacers to the board
stack as shown. The .090 break on the DUCT PLATES curls down, see
Page 441-42.






Carefully insert the entire Assembly of Page 441-40 into the CASE
Retain with screws, Item 32. The orientation is shown in Page 441-42.
Solder connect the blue wires (Ref. 24 & 18) to the microswitch
vane assembly by passing the wires through the grommet previously
assembled in the partition.
Insert all the Type II contacts using Page 441-43 for pin numbering.
Lace the top and bottom groups of #22 wires to hold them against the outer
wall. Install the four cable clamps using screws, Item 26. Install the
two ground wires with lugs using screw, Item 26, and lockwasher, Item 35.
The lockwasher is placed next to the aluminum partition. TIGHTEN SECURELY!!
Push the FASTON receptacles of the red and blue wires (Ref. lQ
onto the Relay Coil terminals of the Circuit Breaker.
Push the FASTON receptacles of the red wires (Ref. 22 & 23)
onto the contact receptacles of the Circuit Breaker.
III. FINAL ASSEMBLY AND TESTING
1. Button-Up
Install the motor pulley with setscrew, Item 27. Install belt and
align motor pulley to the same plane as the fan pulley. Mate a connector
to the Upper'Service Column connector and apply 120VAC to the motor leads.
Observe that the Blower Wheel rotates in the proper direction and test
the belt for alignment and tension while under power.
Examine wiring for any evidence of looseness or interference with
the fan belt. The wiring bundle SHALL NOT TOUCH THE MOTOR or capacitor J
bracket. If necessary, extra lacing tape shall be applied to achieve
this end.
Insert the urethane baffles--taking care not to damage the exposed
connector pins. Drawing 441-15 shows the baffles in place.
Assemble the Rails to the Side Plates per drawing 441-48.
Mount Side Plates on case using screws, Item 28.
Mount Retainer Clips to the Side Plates using screws, Item 33.
The orientation is shown on the overall view, Page 441-50.






Each pin of the Lower Service Coumn connector shall be connected
to the same pin of the Upper Service Column connector with a resistance
of less than one ohm. Each wire, or group of wires as defined by Page 441-43.
shall be separate from all other wires by not less than one megohm.
In addition, the above tests shall apply between certain pins of
the Service Column connectors and pins of each of the four AMP 1-202845-5
connectors. The connections are given on the CONTINUITY CHART.
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COLOR L STRIP LENGTH TERMINATION





RED 7 .600 201645-1 34323




RED 7 .600 201568-1 34323
BLL_ 7 .600 201645-1 34323




BLUE 7 .600 201 569-! 34323
GREEN 7 .500 201645-1 34322




GREEN 7 .250 .500 201568-1 34322
GREEN 4 .9_00 1.00 34161 34322
GREEN 6 .200 .200 34161 34161
WHITE 16 .250 .250 201 645-1 201 56,°-!
ORANGE 16 .250 20I645-I 201568-1
YELLOW 16 .250 201645-1 201568-!
VIOLET 7 .350 201645-1 320570




Q W COLOR L STRIP I,N:bGT,w T _P,M!_AT I©N
E U I E END I END 2 '_ND1 F,_D2
_' A R N
E N E G
R T T




G.....,, 4 .200 .700 320570
#
!8, 2 22 RED 20 ·100 ·200 SOLDFP 42599- 2
BLUF 12 .100 .200 _OI,DFP 42599-2
#


















21 1 22 r_ __,_....,._,._ 8 . 100 ·100 SOLD_P SOLDER.
#
o2 1 22 '_ED 7 200 200 201':_° 4 42599-2
_______
23 1 22 RED 1! ·200 .100 42599-2 $OLDF?
#




r ou_Te_n jAR_ _ .L .......... _ l°7")
L, .................. 1972
IGC JOHNS






_JVlp34322 BANTAM ROTO-CRIMP601075 SETTING#6
OR ROTO-CRIMP 600850 SETTING #6
AMP 34323 SAME TOOLS AS ABOVE, SETTING #4
AMP 320570 AMP 59239-4 12-10 PIDG
AMP 34161 AMP 47387 16-14PIDG
AMP 201645-1 AMP 45098 TOOL IS COLOR CODED TO COLOR
AMP 201568-1 STRIPESON CONTACTS:BLUE,VIOLET,
GREEN
AMP 200679-1 AMP 45099 SAME AS ABOVE, BUT WHITE,RED,
AMP201328-1 YELLOW
EXTRACTION TOOL FOR ALL TYPE II CONTACTS
AMP 305183
AMP 42599-2 AMP 90035-1 FASTON
AMP 85931-5 SPECIAL JIG - SEE PAGE 441-46.
-USE IN ARBOR PRESS-
o
CHG. J E.C.O. ' DATE A;_FK ,.
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"The Orange Connector"
Seventeen fan modules in the Macro Module System have been produced
with a lower service connector( AMP -200486-1 type w), whose pin number
indication have been reversed. These lower connectors have been coated
with orange dykem and a typed notation refering to this·page, which con-
tains the conversion table necessary for proper pin location.
These fans are compatible with macro module set ups in all other
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OF MACROMODULAR CHANNEL COUPLER.
I. Introduction
The Macromodular Channel Coupler is a connector and
wire _ssembly encased in a mechanical iy functional carrier
to provide a quick-connect-disconnect unit. The carrier
serves three main functions - I. mechanical support and
protection for connectors and wiring 2. registration and
engagement of coupler connectors with their mates and
3. compliance between pairs of engaged connectors. Wiring
serves to complete lateral electrical communication be-
tween modular elements.
This document has been divided into two parts. The
first part deals with electrical specifications and wiring
while the second treats manufacture and specifications
relating to mechanical components.
Part I. Printe d Circuit Boards and Wiring
Assembly and wiring of connections, and P.C. boards is
shown on page no. 500-0. Wiring of the P.C. boards is
accomplished by butting together two of these boards with
connectors assembled and soldering to them 15 twisted pair
of no:30 teflon coated stranded wires. A typical pair is
illustrated on page 500-6. One wire of the pair connects
adjacent pads on the butted boards while the other ties
together both ground planes.
Soldering technique must be carefully supervised. Al
connections will be made with a temperature controlled
iron (600OF) such as the Wel ler W-TCP. The solder used
shall have a nominal composition of 60% tin and 40% lead.
All flux residues from chlorinated hydrocarbon cleaners
must be removed to prevent corrosion.
For further information concerning P.C. specifications
the manufacturer is referred to CSL document PC-I.
Part 2. Manufacture of Mechanical Components
Page no's. 500-7 thro,lgh 500-12 are a set of mechanical
drawings fully describing components and assembly of the
channel coupler. The following specifications will apply
to these drawings unless specifically stated otherwise.
A I three digit decimals will have a tolerance of
+..005 in. associated with them.
A I aluminum parts will be machined from 6061-T6 alloy.
A I stainless steel parts will be fabricated from
type 304 al Ioy_
CHG. E.C'.O, DATE APPR.







Aluminum parts will be lightly shot peened to remove all
tool marks and scratches followed by a clear anodize. All
stainless steel parts visible after assembly will have a
bright finish free from scratches or other blemishes. In-
ternal parts that cannot be seen in assembly need not be
finished.
Plastisol Handle Grip
The handle grip for the Channel Coupler shall be made
by the dip molding process. A mandrel 3/8 x .080 w II be
used to manufacture a flat ended 9rip with an overa I inside
length of 15/16 in. The co or of this gr p wil be white,
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TYPE 9 FPB PC BOARD ASSEMBLY JIG
INTRODUCTION
This document (903) describes the use and assembly of the Type 9 FPB PC Board Assembly
Jig. A list of all required parts is given on page 903-2.
/
USE
The Assembly Jig is used to facilitate the assembly of the Type 9 Faceplate Box PC Board
f (refer to CSL Document 309). Details as to its use are given in the Type 9 Faceplate Box Assembly
Procedure (page 309-3 and 309-4). The Assembly Jig is pictured on page 309-9.
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